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ABSTRACT

A shock absorber comprises an adjustment component movable in two degrees of freedom. When the adjustment
component is adjusted within one of its degrees of freedom
of movement, a characteristic, such as the compression
damping, is adjusted and when the adjustment component is
adjusted within the other of its degrees of freedom of
movement another characteristic, such as the rebound
damping, is adjusted. The invention extends to a method of
adjusting the operation of a shock absorber.

9 Claims, 11 Drawing Sheets
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Some adjustable shock absorbers provide for RD force
adjustment only. Others provide for CD force adjustment
only. And some provide for both RD and CD force adjustCROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
ment. Typical shock absorbers that provide for both RD and
APPLICATIONS
5 CD force adjustment usually provide for one of the adjustments at an end of the shaft. The adjustment (whether made
This application claims priority from U.S. Provisional
by knob, screw, lever, etc.) is usually communicated with a
Patent Application No. 60/125,336, filed Mar. 19, 1999, the
working portion of the shock absorber (for example, the
full disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.
piston) by means of a component extending down a center
10 of the piston shaft. A common design uses a small adjuster
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
rod (typically %" in diameter) which extends down the
center of a tubular shaft (typically having a %" outer
A shock absorber can comprise a cylinder and a piston
diameter (OD) and a slightly greater than %" inner diameter
received in the cylinder for reciprocation within the cylinder.
(ID)). Adjustment is commonly made in either of two ways:
The piston can typically divide the cylinder into two
opposed chambers, one chamber being defined on one side 15 a) the adjuster rod is moved axially (up or down) to alter
damping (usually RD, on some designs CD) or, b) the
of the piston within the cylinder and the other chamber being
adjuster rod is rotated to alter damping. There are various
defined on an opposed side of the piston within the cylinder.
designs to convert the axial motion or the rotary motion into
A piston shaft is typically connected to the piston and
increased or decreased damping.
extends from the piston to a position outside of the cylinder.
An appropriate fluid, such as oil, or air, or the like, is 20
Many double-adjustable shock absorber designs only pronormally contained in the chambers.
vide for the adjustment of one of the CD or RD characteristics of the shock absorber at the piston shaft end. The
In use, the fluid passes between the chambers in response
adjustment of the other of the CD and RD is then provided
to reciprocation of the piston in the cylinder to effect
at another location, sometimes at an external fluid reservoir
damping.
Typical shock absorbers can provide two kinds of damp- 25 operatively connected to the shock absorber, for example.
One manufacturer, FOX FACTORY, INC., of San Jose,
ing: compression damping ("CD"), and rebound damping
Calif., for example, has been making an adjustable shock
("RD"). One normally refers to damping force created
absorber which provides for adjustment of RD and CD. Such
during "inward" travel of the shaft (shortening of the shock)
a shock absorber has been sold as the Twin-Clicker for over
and the other normally refers to damping force created
during "outward" travel of the shaft (lengthening of the 30 15 years. The Twin-Clicker shock absorber provides RD
adjustment at the shaft end (via axial motion of a central
shock). Generally, but not always-depending on, for
adjuster rod) and CD adjustment at the external fluid reserexample, a linkage connecting the shock absorber to, for
voir (connected to the shock absorber via a high-pressure
example, a vehicle, or the like-RD applies during outward
motion of the shaft relative to the cylinder and CD applies 35 hose).
It has been found that providing such double adjustment
during inward motion of the shaft relative to the cylinder.
of a shock absorber at locations relatively far removed from
For typical shock absorbers, these RD and CD forces vary
each other is rather inconvenient for a user. Accordingly, a
depending on the velocity of the piston as it displaces in
double-adjustable shock absorber design which provides for
opposed directions within the cylinder during reciprocation.
adjustment of both RD and CD at the shaft end is much more
Because the piston is normally directly connected to the
40 convenient and is thus very desirable. One such shaft-end
shaft, RD and CD forces also depend on shaft velocity. The
double-adjustable shock absorber design uses two separate
key RD and CD characteristics of a shock absorber can be
adjuster rods, which extend down a piston shaft, offset pins,
represented on a graph plotting damping force against
and the like. This design is complicated and difficult to
velocity. Since RD and CD forces are usually required to be
produce. Another shaft-end double-adjustable shock
quite different, CD forces can typically be only 10% to 50%
45 absorber design uses two concentric adjuster rods (one
of RD forces for the same piston velocity during piston
inside the other). This design requires two adjuster rods and
strokes in opposed directions in the cylinder. Accordingly,
a sufficiently large inside diameter within the piston shaft to
two separate curves, or profiles, are often provided on such
provide room for both rods. An example of the two concena graph for an associated shock absorber to represent RD and
tric adjuster rod design can be found in a shock absorber
CD forces relative to piston velocity in the cylinder for the
50 currently sold by Cane Creek of Fletcher, N.C.
associated shock absorber.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The RD and CD force characteristics, or profiles, for a
shock absorber can have a major effect on the quality of
According to one aspect of the invention, there is properformance provided by a shock absorber for a given
vided a shock absorber, comprising first and second parts,
application. In a given application, the ideal force profiles 55 the first part comprising a cylinder having an interior, the
depend on a variety of factors. For example, on a factorysecond part comprising a piston, having first and second
produced full-suspension mountain bicycle, the ideal dampsides, received in the cylinder for reciprocation, the piston
ing force requirements or profiles can vary depending on
dividing the interior of the cylinder into a first chamber on
(among other things) factors such as rider weight, rider skill,
the first side of the piston and a second chamber on the
the particular terrain conditions, and the like.
60 second side of the piston. The shock absorber further comSince such factors are extraneous to the bicycle, it would
prises at least one passage extending between and fluidly
be desirable to provide a shock absorber with easilycoupling the first and second chambers, a fluid contained in
adjustable RD and/or CD characteristics or values to enable
the first and second chambers, the first and second chambers
a user of the mountain bicycle to adjust the RD and CD
being in fluid flow communication with each other through
characteristics of the shock absorber. Accordingly, it would 65 the passage in response to reciprocation of the piston in the
be advantageous to provide shock absorbers that are extercylinder. The shock absorber yet further comprises an
nally adjustable by the user.
adjustment component which is mounted to a chosen one of
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the first and second parts for adjustment within first and
respectively, thereby separately changing the damping of the
second degrees of freedom of movement relative to the
shock absorber as the piston moves in the first and second
chosen one of the first and second parts, such that when the
directions.
adjustment component is adjusted within the first degree of
According to yet another aspect of the invention, there is
freedom of movement, a resistance to fluid flow through the 5 provided a method of adjusting the operation of a shock
at least one passage from the first chamber to the second
absorber, the shock absorber comprising an adjustment
chamber is varied, and when the adjustment component is
component mounted for adjustment within at least two
adjusted within the second degree of freedom of movement,
degrees of freedom of movement, the method comprising
resistance to fluid flow through the at least one, passage from
adjusting selectively the position of the adjustment compothe second chamber to the first chamber is varied.
10 nent within one of the degrees of freedom of movement
According to another aspect of the invention, a method of
thereby to adjust resistance to fluid flow through a passage
adjusting the operation of a shock absorber is provided, the
and adjusting selectively the position of the adjustment
shock absorber comprising first and second parts, the first
component within the other degree of freedom of movement
part comprising a cylinder having an interior and the second
thereby to adjust resistance to fluid flow through another
part comprising a piston reciprocally received in the 15 passage.
cylinder, the piston dividing the interior of the cylinder into
According to yet a further aspect of the invention, there is
first and second chambers, and at least one passage fluidly
provided a method of adjusting the operation of a shock
coupling the first and second chambers on opposite sides of
absorber, the shock absorber comprising a cylinder, a piston
the piston. The method comprises adjusting selectively the
received in the cylinder for reciprocation, a first chamber
position of an adjustment component, mounted to one of the 20
defined in the cylinder on one side of the piston, a second
first and the second parts, within a first degree of freedom of
chamber defined in the cylinder on an opposed side of the
movement relative to the one of the first and second parts of
piston, a fluid contained in the chambers, at least one
the shock absorber to thereby adjust resistance to fluid flow
passage extending between the chambers, through which
through the at least one passage from the first chamber to the
passage fluid passes between the chambers in response to
second chamber, and adjusting selectively the position of the 25
reciprocation of the piston in the cylinder, in use, the shock
adjustment component within a second degree of freedom of
absorber further comprising an adjustment component
movement relative to the one of the first and second parts of
mounted for adjustment within at least two degrees of
the shock absorber to thereby adjust resistance to fluid flow
freedom of movement, the method comprising adjusting
through the at least one passage from the second chamber to
selectively the position of the adjustment component within
the first chamber.
30 one of the degrees of freedom of movement thereby to adjust
According to a further aspect of the invention, there is
resistance to fluid flow through a passage and adjusting
provided a shock absorber comprising a damping fluid
selectively the position of the adjustment component within
cylinder, a damping piston slidably mounted within the
the other degree of freedom of movement thereby to adjust
cylinder and a shaft having an inner end connected to the
resistance to fluid flow through another passage.
damping piston for movement of the piston within the 35
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
cylinder in first and second directions. The damping piston
comprises a flow path therethrough and a variable restriction
The invention will now be described, by way of example,
flow restrictor along the flow path. The shock absorber
with reference to the accompanying diagramatic drawings,
further comprises a damping adjuster having an axis extendin which:
ing along the shaft, a damping adjuster rotator operably 40
FIG. 1 shows a side view of a shock absorber in accorcoupled to the damping adjuster for rotating the damping
dance with the invention, the shock absorber being in a
adjuster about said axis and a damping adjuster driver
partially compressed condition;
operably coupled to the damping adjuster for longitudinally
FIG. 2 shows an end view of the shock absorber along
moving the damping adjuster along said axis. The damping
arrows 1-1 in FIG. 1
adjuster is operably coupled to the flow restrictor so rota- 45
FIG. 3 shows a side view of the shock absorber shown in
tional and longitudinal movement of the damping adjuster
FIG. 1, but in an extended condition;
separately operates the flow restrictor thereby separately
FIG. 4 shows a sectional side view of the shock absorber
changing the damping of the shock absorber during moveshown in FIG. 3;
ment of the piston.
FIG. 5 shows, at an enlarged scale, a sectional side view
According to yet a further aspect of the invention, a shock 50
of part of the shock absorber shown in FIG. 4, the shock
absorber is provided, the shock absorber comprising a
absorber being in an extended condition;
damping fluid cylinder, a vented piston slidably mounted
FIG. 6 corresponds to FIG. 5, the shock absorber being in
within the cylinder and a hollow shaft having an inner end
a partially compressed condition;
connected to the vented piston for movement of the piston
FIG. 7 shows, at a further enlarged scale, a sectional side
within the cylinder in first and second directions. The vented 55
view of part of the shock absorber shown in FIG. 5, and
piston comprises first and second flow paths which can open
further shows a fluid flow path from a first chamber to a
as the piston moves in the first and second directions,
second chamber of the shock absorber during a compression
respectively, and first and second variable restriction flow
stroke of the shock absorber;
restrictors along respective ones of the first and second flow
FIG. 8 shows a sectional side view of the shock absorber
paths. The shock absorber further comprises a damping 60
corresponding to FIG. 7, and further shows a fluid flow path
adjuster rod, having a rod axis, extending through the hollow
from the second chamber to the first chamber of the shock
shaft, a rod rotator operably coupled to the rod for rotating
absorber during a rebound stroke of the shock absorber;
the rod about the rod axis and a rod driver operably coupled
FIG. 9 shows a sectional side view of part of another
to the rod for longitudinally moving the rod along the rod
axis. The rod is operably coupled to the first and second flow 65 shock absorber in accordance with the invention.; and
FIGS. 10-13 illustrate an alternative embodiment of the
restrictors so rotational and longitudinal movement of the
rod operates the first and second flow restrictors,
piston of FIGS. 1-8 illustrating the piston in various con-
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figurations to define a low resistance (easy) CD flow path in
FIG. 10, a high resistance (hard) CD flow path in FIG. 11,
a high resistance (hard) RD flow path in FIG. 12, a bleed
flow path in FIG. 13.

6

blocking component, or flow adjustment nut, having a
hexagonal hole, is slidably mounted to the distal end portion
of the adjuster rod. The flow adjustment nut is thus rotationally keyed to, but axially slidable along, the adjuster rod.
5 The flow adjustment nut has external threads on an outer
DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC
surface which engage with similar threads formed within a
EMBODIMENTS
main bore, or internally screw-threaded passage, of the
piston. Therefore, rotating the damping adjuster rod causes
The present invention is directed to a shock absorber
the flow adjustment nut to be rotated so as to move axially
which uses an adjustment component such as a damping
adjuster rod, or shaft, having two degrees of freedom of 10 relative to the piston in the internally screw-threaded passage. This axial movement of the adjustment nut tends to
movement, each of the degrees of freedom of movement
cover and uncover a flow restriction port of a passage
being associated with adjustment of a particular damping
passing through the piston, thereby variably blocking the
characteristic of the shock absorber. In one embodiment, as
port, thus tending to change the damping during the correshown in FIGS. 1-9, the two degrees of freedom of movement are associated with adjustment of the compression 15 sponding movement of the piston in which fluid passes
through the port. In this embodiment, the flow restrictor
damping (CD) and the rebound damping (RD) of the shock
along a compression stroke flow path is the valve stack,
absorber. The two degrees of freedom of movement can,
while the flow restrictor along a rebound stroke path is
instead, be associated with two other characteristics of the
formed by both the adjustment nut/flow restriction port and
shock absorber, such as, for example, the adjustment of
high-speed CD and low-speed CD of the shock absorber, 20 a rebound stroke pressure relief valve. Of course flow
restrictors could be formed by other structures.
where high-speed and low-speed refer to the velocity of a
An alternative embodiment provides for CD lockout, as
damping piston of the shock absorber in a cylinder of the
shown in FIG. 9. Rather than adjusting compression dampshock absorber during a compression stroke, for example.
ing by increasing or decreasing the pre-load on the comThe two degrees of freedom of movement are preferably
rotation, or angular displacement, of the damping adjuster 25 pression valve stack, axial movement of the adjuster rod is
used to seal off the compression flow. With this design
rod about a longitudinal axis thereof and longitudinal
increased compression pressure simply increases the force
movement, or translation, of the rod along its longitudinal
of contact between the distal end of the adjuster rod and an
axis. These adjustments are typically achieved by a user
associated valve seat, further ensuring sealing off of commanipulating, respectively, a rod rotator and a rod driver
operatively coupled to the rod. Typically, the rod rotator and 30 pression flow. The blow off at very high compression
pressures, such as when landing from a jump on a mountain
the rod driver are separate components. However; they could
bike, can be provided by, for example, a heavily preloaded
be a single, combined component instead.
valve stack at the top of the piston.
The rod is, in one embodiment, operatively coupled to
The embodiment of the invention shown in FIGS. 1-8 of
first and second flow restrictors associated with first and 35
the drawings, will now be described in greater detail.
second flow paths, which flow paths fluidly couple chambers
Referring initially to FIGS. 1-3 of the drawings, a shock
in the cylinder on opposed sides of the piston and can open
absorber in accordance with the invention is generally
as the piston moves in first and second directions during
indicated by reference numeral 10.
reciprocation within the cylinder as the shock absorber
performs compression and rebound strokes. Therefore, mov- 40
The shock absorber 10 comprises two parts, a first part 12
ing the rod, typically by rotating the rod and/or axially
and a second part 14. The parts 12 and 14 are displace able
driving the rod in this embodiment, operates to change the
relative to each other during compression and rebound
flow-restriction of the first and second flow restrictors
strokes of the shock absorber 10. FIG. 1 shows the shock
thereby separately changing the damping of the shock
absorber in a partially compressed condition and FIG. 3
absorber as the piston moves in the first and second direc- 45 shows the shock absorber in an extended condition.
tions.
Referring now to FIG. 4, the first part 12 comprises a
cylinder 16 having an interior 18. The second part 14
In one embodiment the rod is moved axially by the
comprises a piston 20 having a first side 22 and a second side
engagement of a proximal end of the rod with a rotary cam
24. The piston 20 is received in the cylinder 16 for recipsurface which is rotated by the user through a lever. The
distal end of the rod, in this embodiment, abuts a restriction 50 rocation within the cylinder as indicated by double-headed
component, or compression stroke valve stack, thus adjustarrow A.
ing the amount of force required to cause the valve stack to
The piston 20 divides the interior 18 of the cylinder 16
open.
into a first chamber 26 on the first side 22 of the piston 20
and a second chamber 28 on the second side 24 of the piston
The adjuster rod is, in this embodiment, preferably rotated
through the use of a user-actuated dial, or thumb wheel, 55 20.
which is keyed to a proximal end portion of the adjuster rod.
At least one passage, in this case two passages, 30 and 32,
The proximal end portion of the rod and a hole in the thumb
extend between and fluidly couple the first and second
wheel, through which the proximal end portion of the rod
chambers 26, 28 respectively. The passages 30, 32 are
extends, are, for example, hexagonal, so that rotation of the
conveniently defined by the piston 20. A suitable fluid, in
thumb wheel rotates the rod. The hole in the thumb-wheel 60 this case oil, is contained in the first and second chambers
and the proximal end portion of the rod are typically sized
26,28. The first and second chambers 26,28 are in fluid flow
to permit the adjuster rod to freely move axially relative to
communication with each other through the passages 30, 32
the thumb wheel. The thumb wheel is preferably a detented
in response to reciprocation of the piston 20 in the cylinder
thumb wheel so that it remains in a selected position once
16, in use.
placed there by the user.
65
An adjustment component, conveniently in the form of an
A distal end portion of the adjuster rod, in this
elongate shaft 34, which is mounted to a chosen one of the
embodiment, has a hexagonal cross-sectioned shape. A
first and second parts 12, 14 for adjustment within first and
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second degrees of freedom of movement relative to the
increased pressure in the first chamber 26 when the piston 20
displaces in the direction of arrow Al in the cylinder 16.
chosen part 12, 14 is provided. Conveniently, the shaft 34 is
mounted to the second part 14 at 36, for adjustment within
As can best be seen with reference to FIGS. 5 and 6 of the
drawings, the shock absorber 10 further comprises an actuathe first and second degrees of freedom of movement
relative to the second part 14. The shaft 34 is mounted for 5 tor arrangement, generally indicated by reference numeral
54, operatively connected to the shaft 34 for axially displacadjustment within the first and second degrees of freedom of
ing the shaft 34 along its longitudinal axis 38 relative to the
movement relative to the piston 20 of the second part 14.
piston 20 in response to actuation of the actuator arrangeWhen the shaft 34 is adjusted within the first degree of
ment 54. The actuator arrangement 54 comprises a cam 56
freedom of movement relative to the piston 20, a resistance
to fluid flow through the passage 30 from the first chamber 10 arranged to cooperate with the shaft 34 to cause the shaft to
displace axially along its longitudinal axis 38 in response to
26 to the second chamber 28 is varied. When the shaft 34 is
angular displacement of the cam 56, relative to the shaft 34,
adjusted within the second degree of freedom of movement
as indicated by arrow D in FIG. 5. The actuator arrangement
relative to the piston 20, resistance to fluid flow through the
54 comprises an actuation shaft 58 connected to the cam 56.
passage 32 from the second chamber 28 to the first chamber
15 Advantageously, the cam is formed on the actuation shaft 58.
26 is varied.
The cam 56 is angularly displace able relative to the shaft 34
The shaft 34 defines a longitudinal axis 38. The shaft 34
in the direction of arrows D in response to angular displaceis mounted on the second part 14 for axial displacement
ment of the actuation shaft 58. The cam 56 abuts against an
along its longitudinal axis 38 relative to the piston 20, as
end 34.4 of the shaft 34 so that the shaft is axially displaceindicated by double-headed arrow B, the first degree of
20 able along its longitudinal axis 38 relative to the piston 20
freedom of movement corresponding with axial displacein response to angular displacement of the cam 56 against
ment of the shaft 34 along its longitudinal axis 38 relative to
the end 34.4 of the shaft 34. The actuator arrangement 54
the piston 20. The shaft 34 is also mounted on the second
further comprises a lever 60 connected to the actuation shaft
part 14 for angular displacement about its longitudinal axis
58 remote from the cam 56. The actuation shaft 58 is
38 relative to the piston 20, as indicated by double-headed
angularly displace able by operation of the lever 60. It will be
arrow C, the second degree of freedom of movement cor- 25
appreciated that the lever 60 is positioned outside the rest of
responding with angular displacement of the shaft 34 about
the shock absorber 10 so as to enable a user selectively to
its longitudinal axis 38 relative to the piston 20.
adjust the axial position of the shaft 34 along its axis 38 by
Referring now to FIGS. 7 and 8 of the drawings, the
operation of the lever 60 outside the rest of the shock
piston 20 defines a peripheral seat formation 40 between 30 absorber 10.
which a port 42 of said one passage 30 is defined. The shock
Accordingly, shaft 34 acts as a damping adjuster, restricabsorber 10 further comprises a restriction component, gention component 44 acts as a variable restriction flow restricerally indicated by reference numeral 44, seated against the
tor and actuator arrangement 54 acts as a damping adjuster
seat formation 40 to cover the port 42. The restriction
driver.
component is arranged resiliently to yield in response to
Referring now to FIG. 8 of the drawings, the piston 20
increased pressure in the first chamber 26, when the piston 35
defines a second port 62 of the other passage 32. The shock
displaces in one direction Al in the cylinder 16 as it
absorber 10 further comprises a blocking component 64. The
reciprocates, so as to permit passage of fluid through the port
blocking component 64 is arranged variably to block the
42 while the restriction component 44 resiliently resists the
second port 62, thereby to adjust resistance to fluid flow
passage of fluid through the port 42. The restriction comthrough the second port 62, in response to angular displaceponent is held against the seat formation 40 by the shaft 34, 40
ment of the shaft 34, about its longitudinal axis 38, relative
as indicated at 46.
to the piston 20, as indicated by double-headed arrow C. The
The restriction component comprises at least one, typiblocking component 64 is typically in the form of an
cally a plurality of resilient washers 48. Although a single
externally screw-threaded nut. The component 64 is
washer 48 can be used, a plurality of washers 48 is preferred. 45 mounted on the shaft 34 for axial displacement along the
Three washers 48 are indicated. However, it will be appreshaft 34 in response to angular displacement of the shaft 34,
ciated that any appropriate number of washers can be used
as indicated by double-headed arrow C, about its longituinstead. As indicated, the three washers 48 are stacked one
dinal axis 38 relative to the piston 20. Axial displacement of
against another, one of the washers of the stack, indicated by
the component 64 relative to the piston 20 is indicated by
reference numeral 48.1, being seated against the seat for- 50 double-headed arrow E.
mation 40 to cover the port 42.
The blocking component 64 and the shaft 34 have
At 46, an end 34.1 of the shaft 34 abuts against one side
complementary engaging formations arranged to inhibit
44.1 of the restriction component 44 thereby to urge the
angular displacement of the blocking component 64 relative
restriction component 44 against the seat formation 40. To
to the shaft 34 whilst permitting axial displacement of the
this end, an annular recess 34.2 defining an annular step 34.3 55 blocking component 64 relative to the shaft 34. To this end,
is provided at the end 34.1 of the shaft 34, the restriction
the shaft has a longitudinally extending multi -sided portion
component 44 being carried on the recess 34.2 of the shaft
extending along its length as indicated at 66. The blocking
34 against the step 34.3. By means of the step 34.3, the shaft
component 64 defines a complementary multi-sided aperture
34 urges the restriction component 44 against the peripheral
68 through which the multi-sided portion 66 of the shaft 34
seat 40.
60 extends. The complementary engaging formations are
defined by sides on the multi-sided portion 66 of the shaft 34
The shaft 34 is arranged to vary a contact pressure of the
restriction component 44 against the seat formation 40 at 52,
and on the blocking component 64 adjacent the multi-sided
in response to axial displacement of the shaft 34 along its
aperture 68. Conveniently, the portion 66 is cross-sectionally
hexagonally shaped, the aperture 68 being correspondingly
longitudinal axis 38 relative to the piston 20, as indicated by
double-headed arrow B, thereby to cause the restriction 65 hexagonally shaped so as to enable axial movement of the
component 44 to vary resistance to fluid flow through the
component 64 relative to the portion 66 whilst inhibiting
port 42 as the restriction component 44 yields in response to
angular displacement of the component 64 relative to the
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portion 66 of the shaft 34. The blocking component 64 has
passage 30, the component 44 yields to permit the fluid to
an external screw-thread at 70 and is screw-threadedly
pass between an outer annular region of the component 44
and the seat 40. It will be appreciated that the resistance to
engaged in a complementary internally screw-threaded pasfluid flow through said passage 30 is determined by the
sage 72 defined by the piston 20. Accordingly, angular
displacement of the shaft 34 in the directions of arrows C 5 resilience of the component 44 which resists displacement of
relative to the piston 20 causes the blocking component 64
its annular outer portion away from the seat 40. When the
to ride along the internally screw-threaded passage 72 as
shaft 34 is displaced in an axial direction as indicated by
indicated by arrows E.
arrows B, a degree of pre-load of the component 44 against
the seat 40 is varied. In consequence, as a result of the
The port 62 opens into the screw-threaded passage 72 so
that the port 62 is variably blocked by the blocking com- 10 variation of the pre-load of the component 44 in response to
axial displacement of the shaft 34, the resistance to fluid
ponent 64 as the blocking component rides along the interflow through the passage 30 is varied, and, accordingly, the
nally screw-threaded passage 72 in the directions of arrows
compression damping characteristic of the shock absorber
E.
10 is also varied.
As can best be seen with reference to FIG. 6, the shock
After performing such a compression stroke in which
absorber 10 further comprises an actuator, generally indi- 15
damping was effected, the opposed formations 86 are urged
cated by reference numeral 74, operatively connected to the
away from each other in response to the components to
shaft 34 such that the shaft 34 can be angularly displaced in
which the shock absorber 10 is connected moving away
the directions of arrows C about its longitudinal axis 38
from each other. This movement causes the piston to be
relative to the piston 20 in response to operation of the
actuator 74. The actuator 74 is in the form of a dial, or thumb 20 urged from the position shown in FIG. 6 back toward the
position shown in FIG. 5. This is referred to as a rebound
wheel, secured on the shaft 34 at 76. The dial 74 extends
stroke of the shock absorber 10. When the piston 20 moves
radially outwardly from the shaft 34 such that the shaft 34
back toward the position shown in FIG. 5, and as indicated
can be angularly displaced about its longitudinal axis 38
by arrow G in FIG. 6, fluid returns from the second chamber
relative to the piston 20 in response to angular displacement
of the dial 74 relative to the piston 20.
25 28 to the first chamber 26 through the other passage 32. In
doing so, the fluid follows a flow path as indicated by dashed
As can best be seen with reference to FIGS. 1-3 of the
arrow 90. It will be appreciated that during such a rebound
drawings, the dial 74 extends to a position outside of the rest
stroke, the restriction component 44 is urged against the seat
of the shock absorber 10 so as to enable a user to turn the dial
40 thus acting as a one way valve to block passage of fluid
74 from outside the rest of the shock absorber. A detent 78,
30 from chamber 28 to chamber 26 through the port 42.
as can be seen in FIG. 6, is provided for releasably locking
When passing along the path 90, the fluid passes through
the dial 74 at a selected angular position relative to the piston
the port 62. Resistance to fluid flow through the port 62 is
20. The detent 78 typically comprises a ball 80 which
varied by variably blocking the port 62 as already described.
cooperates with a helical spring 82 to urge the ball 80 into
It will be appreciated that the smaller the access through the
complementary recesses on the dial 74. The complementary
35 port 62 becomes, the greater the resistance to fluid flow
recesses are indicated at 84 in FIGS. 1-3.
therethrough becomes. This can be effected by the user by
Accordingly, piston 20, having passages 30, 32 formed
angularly displacing the dial 74 thereby angularly to distherein, acts as a vented piston, shaft 34 acts as a damping
place the shaft 34 as indicated by arrow C. When the shaft
adjuster rod, actuator 74 acts as a rod rotator and actuator
is rotated in this manner, the blocking component 64 is
arrangement 54 acts as a rod driver.
40 caused to ride along the internal passage 72 thereby variably
In use, the shock absorber 10 is typically mounted
to block the port 62 so as to change the rebound damping of
between two components, such as linkages, or the like, to
the shock absorber 10.
effect damping between such components. To this end,
Referring now to FIG. 9 of the drawings, part of another
opposed mounting formations 86, as can best be seen with
shock absorber in accordance with the invention will now be
FIGS. 1 and 3, are provided. The mounting formations 86 45
described. Like reference numerals used in FIGS. 1-8 are
typically define holes 88 to enable the shock absorber to be
used in FIG. 9 to designate similar parts unless otherwise
mounted between the components by means of standard
stated.
fasteners, such as, nut and bolt assemblies, or the like. It will
The shock absorber 110 in FIG. 9 is similar to the shock
be appreciated that damping between the external components to which the shock absorber is connected, is effected 50 absorber 10, save that it has a restriction component, generally indicated by reference numeral 144 which is different
by damping reciprocation of the piston 20 within the cylto the restriction component 44 of the embodiment of the
inder 16. This will now be described with reference to FIGS.
invention shown in FIGS. 1-8.
5 and 6 of the drawings. FIG. 5 shows the shock absorber in
The restriction component 144 comprises an annular
a fully extended position. During damping, the opposed
mounting formations 86 are caused to displace toward each 55 collar formation 112. The annular collar formation 112
defines an aperture 114. The shaft 134 comprises an annular
other. This causes the shock absorber to perform compresrecess 116 arranged to receive a peripheral portion of the
sion and rebound strokes in sympathy with such displacecollar 112 adj acent the aperture 114.
ment of the mounting formations 86 toward and away from
The component 144 further comprises a cover plate 118
each other. When the shock absorber performs a compression stroke, such as when the piston 20 moves from a 60 which covers a port 120 which opens into a first chamber
(not shown) of the shock absorber 110 in a cylinder (not
position indicated in FIG. 5 to an arbitrary second position
shown) thereof. The blocking plate 118 is urged against a
as indicated in FIG. 6, fluid passes from the first chamber 26
seat formation 122 by means of a helical spring 124,
to the second chamber 28 through the one passage 30. As the
opposed ends of which abut against the cover 118 and collar
fluid passes through the passage 30, such passage is resisted
by means of the restriction component 44. As mentioned, the 65 112 respectively.
In use, the shaft 134 is arranged for axial displacement
component 44 is seated against the peripheral seat 40.
Accordingly, to permit the passage of fluid through the
relative to the piston 126 of the shock absorber 110, as
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indicated by arrow H. Furthermore, the shaft 134 is arranged
thus halting flow along flow path 216. However, a slot 220
for angular displacement relative to the piston 126 as
is formed in the surface of portion 202 and in fluid comindicated by arrow I. As before, angular displacement of the
munication with first port 206 to permit fluid flow from first
shaft 134 in the direction of arrows I causes a blocking
chamber 26 into first port 206 along a high resistance (hard)
component 64 to ride along an internally screw-threaded 5 CD flow path 222. The resistance to fluid flow along path
passage 72 defined by the piston 126. The blocking com222 is much greater than along path 208 because of the
ponent 64 rides along the passage 72 as indicated by arrows
resistance created by a stiff check valve stack 224 which
J. As it travels in the direction of arrows J, a port 62 is
covers the end of first port 206 facing second portion 204.
variably blocked thereby to vary rebound damping of the
Thus, the resistance to fluid flow along flow path 222 must
shock absorber 110.
10 overcome not only the light resistance created by light check
It will be seen that as the shaft 134 is axially displaced in
valve stack 218, which normally covers fourth port 212, but
the direction of the annular collar 112, the aperture 114 is
also the much greater resistance created by valve stack 224.
gradually closed. The degree of closure of the aperture 114
It should be noted that second portion 204 has been rotated
by means of the shaft 134 varies the compression damping
180 0 in FIGS. 11, 12 and 13 relative to FIG. 10 for ease of
of the shock absorber 110. The shaft 134 can be axially
15 illustration and clarity.
displaced until the portion of the annular collar 112 adjacent
FIG. 12 illustrates piston 20A with a high resistance
the aperture 114 seats in the recess 116. In this manner,
(hard) RD flow path 226 shown passing from second champassage of fluid through the aperture 114 can be fully
ber 28 to first chamber 26 by first passing through a gap 228
blocked. A high pressure relief valve 146 is provided to
between the outermost edge of light check valve stack 218
permit passage of fluid from the first chamber to a second
chamber of the shock absorber 110 in the case of very high 20 and a hollowed out region 230 in communication with third
port 210 to permit fluid from chamber 28 access to port 210.
pressures in the first chamber. The high pressure valve 146
The other end of port 210 is covered by a stiff check valve
comprises a passage 148 normally closed by means of a
stack 232 which provides a reasonably high resistance to
resilient washer arrangement 150. It will be appreciated that
being deflected by fluid flowing along path 226. The fluid
the resistance to deformation of the washer 150 determines
the pressure at which it would yield to permit fluid to pass 25 flow along flow path 226 must also deflect washer 214 as the
fluid passes out of second port 208.
through the passage 148 as indicated by arrows K.
FIG. 13 illustrates piston 20A but shows fluid flow along
It will be appreciated that when the shaft 134 is at least
a bleed flow path 234 which passes through a port 236
marginally clear of the annular collar 112 so as to permit
fluid to pass through the aperture 114 during a compression 30 formed in hollow piston shaft 200 and then along a gap 238
defined between shaft 34A and an inner cylindrical wall 240
stroke, resistance to fluid flow is also provided by means of
formed through piston 20A. Fluid pressure causes the axial
the plate 118 resiliently urged against the aperture 120 by
movement of washer 214 thus creating a further gap 242
means of helical coil spring 124.
between piston portion 202 and washer 214 as indicated in
Furthermore, it will be appreciated that in the embodiment of the shock absorber described with reference to 35 FIG. 13. As in the earlier embodiments, blocking component
64A can be moved axially through the rotation of shaft 34A
FIGS. 1-8, blocking off of the port 62 can be achieved if the
thus essentially completely opening port 236 as in FIG. 13
shaft is axially displaced far enough so as to sufficiently
or blocking port 236 as in FIG. 12, or to a position between
pre-load the restriction component 44 to inhibit resilient
the two extremes of FIGS. 12 and 13 to permit the restriction
deformation of the component 44 thereby to seal or block off
to fluid flow along path 234 to be adjusted.
the port 42.
40
What is claimed is:
Returning to FIGS. 1-8 of the drawings, the shock
1. A shock absorber comprising:
absorber can further be provided with a gas damping chama damping fluid cylinder;
ber as indicated by arrow 92 in FIG. 4 of the drawings. It will
be appreciated that the gas chamber 92 can be pressurized.
a damping piston assembly comprising:
Accordingly, an air valve 94, as can best be seen with 45
a damping piston slidably mounted within the cylinder,
reference to FIGS. 1-3 of the drawings, can be provided
the piston dividing the interior of the cylinder into a
whereby the pressure of the air, or gas, in the chamber 92 can
first chamber on the first side of the piston and a
be varied.
second chamber on the second side of the piston; and
a shaft having an inner end connected to the damping
FIGS. 10--14 illustrate a further embodiment of piston 20
piston for movement of the piston within the cylinder
with its associated flow paths. Piston 20A is mounted to the 50
in first and second directions;
distal end of a hollow piston shaft 200. Piston 20A includes
first and second portions 202, 204, each portion defining
the damping piston assembly comprising a flow path
various ports therethrough. In particular, portion 202 defines
therethrough;
first and second ports 206, 208 while second portion 204
the damping piston assembly comprising a variable
defines third and fourth ports 210, 212. A washer 214 is 55
restriction flow restrictor along the flow path;
secured to the distal end of shaft 34A. Washer 214 can be
a damping adjuster having an axis extending along the
moved to the position of FIG. 10 at which washer 214 is
shaft;
spaced apart from first portion 202 to provide fluid access
a damping adjuster rotator operably coupled to the dampfrom first chamber 26 into second port 208 as indicated by
ing adjuster for rotating the damping adjuster about
the arrows defining the low resistance (easy) CD flow path 60
said axis and relative to the piston;
216. In this position the resistance to fluid flow along flow
a damping adjuster driver operably coupled to the damppath 216 is relatively low or small because the fluid primaing adjuster for longitudinally moving the damping
rily needs to overcome the moderate resistance provided by
adjuster along said axis for axial displacement of the
light check valve stack 218 which normally covers the end
damping adjuster relative to the damping piston; and
of fourth port 212 opening into second chamber 28.
65
Turning now to FIG. 11, washer 214 has been pulled back
the damping adjuster operably coupled to the flow restricagainst first portion 202 of piston 20A so to close port 208
tor so rotational and longitudinal movement of the
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damping adjuster separately operates the flow restrictor
a damping adjuster driver operably coupled to the dampthereby separately changing the damping of the shock
ing adjuster for longitudinally moving the damping
absorber during movement of the piston;
adjuster along said axis for axial displacement of the
the piston assembly defining a peripheral seat formation
damping adjuster relative to the damping piston;
through which a port along said flow path is defined; 5
the damping adjuster operably coupled to the flow restricthe flow restrictor comprising a restriction component
tor so rotational and longitudinal movement of the
seated against the seat formation to cover the port, the
damping adjuster separately operates the flow restrictor
restriction component being arranged resiliently to
thereby separately changing the damping of the shock
yield in response to increased pressure in said first
absorber during movement of the piston; and
chamber, when the piston displaces in one direction in 10
the
damping adjuster driver comprising:
the cylinder as it reciprocates, so as to permit passage
a
cam arranged to cooperate with the damping adjuster
of fluid through the port while resiliently resisting said
to cause the damping adjuster to displace axially
passage of fluid through the port;
along said axis in response to angular displacement
the damping adjuster abutting against the restriction comof the cam relative to the shaft;
ponent thereby urging the restriction component 15
an actuation shaft connected to the cam, such that the
against the seat formation with a force which varies
cam is angularly displace able relative to the shaft in
according to the longitudinal position of the damping
response to angular displacement of the actuation
adjuster.
2. The shock absorber according to claim 1 wherein the
shaft, the cam abutting against an end of the damping
restriction component comprises a plurality of resilient
adjuster so that the damping adjuster is axially
washers stacked one against the other.
20
displace able along said axis in response to angular
3. The shock absorber according to claim 1 wherein the
displacement of the cam against the end of the shaft;
damping adjuster driver further comprises:
and
a cam arranged to cooperate with the damping adjuster to
a lever connected to the actuation shaft remote from the
cause the damping adjuster to displace axially along
cam such that the actuation shaft can be angularly
said axis in response to angular displacement of the 25
displaced by operation of the lever.
cam relative to the shaft;
6. A shock absorber comprising:
an actuation shaft connected to the cam, such that the cam
a damping fluid cylinder;
is angularly displace able relative to the shaft in
a damping piston assembly comprising:
response to angular displacement of the actuation shaft,
a damping piston slidably mounted within the cylinder,
the cam abutting against an end of the damping adjuster 30
the piston dividing the interior of the cylinder into a
so that the damping adjuster is axially displace able
first
chamber on the first side of the piston and a
along said axis in response to angular displacement of
second chamber on the second side of the piston; and
the cam against the end of the shaft; and
a shaft having an inner end connected to the damping
a lever connected to the actuation shaft remote from the
piston for movement of the piston within the cylinder
cam such that the actuation shaft can be angularly 35
in first and second directions;
displaced by operation of the lever.
the damping piston assembly comprising a flow path
4. The shock absorber according to claim 1 wherein:
therethrough, said flow path having a port there along;
the damping piston assembly comprises a second flow
the damping piston assembly comprising a variable
path with a second port there along; and
restriction flow restrictor along the flow path;
the flow restrictor comprises a blocking component 40
coupled to the damping adjuster for axial displacement
a damping adjuster having an axis extending along the
parallel to the axis in response to angular displacement
shaft;
of the damping adjuster along the axis and relative to
a damping adjuster rotator operably coupled to the dampthe piston, the blocking component arranged variably
ing adjuster for rotating the damping adjuster about
to block the second port, thereby to adjust resistance to 45
said axis and relative to the piston;
fluid flow through the second port in response to
a damping adjuster driver operably coupled to the dampangular displacement of the shaft about the axis.
ing adjuster for longitudinally moving the damping
5. A shock absorber comprising:
adjuster along said axis for axial displacement of the
a damping fluid cylinder;
damping adjuster relative to the damping piston;
50
a damping piston assembly comprising:
the damping adjuster operably coupled to the flow restrica damping piston slidably mounted within the cylinder,
tor so rotational and longitudinal movement of the
the piston dividing the interior of the cylinder into a
damping adjuster separately operates the flow restrictor
first chamber on the first side of the piston and a
thereby separately changing the damping of the shock
second chamber on the second side of the piston; and 55
absorber during movement of the piston; and
a shaft having an inner end connected to the damping
the flow restrictor comprising a blocking component
piston for movement of the piston within the cylinder
coupled to the damping adjuster for axial displacement
in first and second directions;
parallel to the axis in response to angular displacement
the damping piston assembly comprising a flow path
of the damping adjuster along the axis, the blocking
therethrough;
component arranged variably to block the port, thereby
60
the damping piston assembly comprising a variable
to adjust resistance to fluid flow through the port in
restriction flow restrictor along the flow path;
response to angular displacement of the shaft about the
a damping adjuster having an axis extending along the
aXIS.
shaft;
7. A method of adjusting the operation of a shock
a damping adjuster rotator operably coupled to the damp- 65 absorber, the shock absorber comprising a cylinder, a piston
ing adjuster for rotating the damping adjuster about
assembly comprising a piston shaft connected to a piston,
said axis and relative to the piston;
the piston received in the cylinder for reciprocation, a first
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chamber defined in the cylinder on one side of the piston, a
second chamber defined in the cylinder on an opposed side
of the piston, a fluid contained in the chambers, a flow path
in the piston assembly extending between the chambers
through which fluid passes between the chambers in
response to reciprocation of the piston in the cylinder, the
piston assembly defining a peripheral seat formation through
which a port along said flow path is defined, a restriction
component seated against the seat formation to cover the
port, the restriction component being arranged resiliently to
yield in response to increased pressure in said first chamber,
when the piston displaces in one direction in the cylinder as
it reciprocates, so as to permit passage of fluid through the
port while resiliently resisting said passage of fluid through
the port, the shock absorber further comprising an adjustment component, having a longitudinal axis, mounted for
adjustment within at least two degrees of freedom of
movement, the method comprising:
adjusting selectively the axial position of the adjustment
component along its longitudinal axis and relative to
the piston thereby adjusting resistance to fluid flow
along the flow path in response to movement of the
piston in the first direction thereby adjusting the axially
directed force against the restriction component causing the restriction component to variably resist fluid
flow through said port; and
adjusting selectively the rotary position of the adjustment
component about its longitudinal axis and relative to
the piston thereby adjusting resistance to fluid flow
along the flow path in response to movement of the
piston in the second direction.
8. A method of adjusting the operation of a shock
absorber, the shock absorber comprising a cylinder, a piston
assembly comprising a piston shaft connected to a piston,
the piston received in the cylinder for reciprocation, a first
chamber defined in the cylinder on one side of the piston, a
second chamber defined in the cylinder on an opposed side
of the piston, a fluid contained in the chambers, a flow path
in the piston assembly extending between the chambers
through which fluid passes between the chambers in
response to reciprocation of the piston in the cylinder, the
shock absorber further comprising an adjustment
component, having a longitudinal axis, mounted for adjustment within at least two degrees of freedom of movement,
the method comprising:

adjusting selectively the axial position of the adjustment
component along its longitudinal axis and relative to
the piston, thereby adjusting resistance to fluid flow
along the flow path in response to movement of the
piston in the first direction, by angularly displacing a
lever connected to an actuation shaft causing the actuation shaft to angularly displace a cam, said cam
arranged to cooperate with the adjustment component
about its longitudinal axis and relative to the piston to
cause the adjustment component to displace axially
along said axis relative to the piston shaft; and
adjusting selectively the rotary position of the adjustment
component thereby adjusting resistance to fluid flow
along the flow path in response to movement of the
piston in the second direction.
9. A method of adjusting the operation of a shock
absorber, the shock absorber comprising a cylinder, a piston
assembly comprising a piston shaft connected to a piston,
the piston received in the cylinder for reciprocation, a first
chamber defined in the cylinder on one side of the piston, a
second chamber defined in the cylinder on an opposed side
of the piston, a fluid contained in the chambers, a flow path
in the piston assembly extending between the chambers
through which fluid passes between the chambers in
response to reciprocation of the piston in the cylinder, the
flow path having a port situated there along, the shock
absorber further comprising an adjustment component, having a longitudinal axis, mounted for adjustment within at
least two degrees of freedom of movement, the method
comprising:
adjusting selectively the axial position of the adjustment
component along its longitudinal axis and relative to
the piston, thereby adjusting resistance to fluid flow
along the flow path in response to movement of the
piston in the first direction; and
adjusting selectively the rotary position of the adjustment
component about its longitudinal axis and relative to
the piston thereby causing a blocking component,
coupled to the adjustment component, to be displaced
axially, the blocking component arranged to variably to
block the port thereby adjusting resistance to fluid flow
along the flow path in response to movement of the
piston in the second direction.
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